
integrity. do the right thing for the right reasons. are honest, transparent, authentic, 
humble, and respectful. do what we said we were going to do by when we said we 
would do it. operate within our values and question actions that are not aligned. 
gather facts and seek understanding when dealing with adversity. are accountable 
for our decisions. seek what is best for Hockey Alberta, rather then what is best for 
yourself or your group. community. make a difference for all Albertans. are open-
minded and attentive to the changing environment and needs of Albertans. create 
a sense of belonging and value. build a safe, inclusive and diverse environment 
that provides opportunities for all. seek feedback about experiences so that we can 
improve. collaboration. work together to win together. encourage the sharing of 
different perspectives. embrace shared leadership at all levels of the organization. ask 
questions and listen to the answers. build upon existing, and acquire new, strategic 
relationships and partnerships. seek and provide honest, timely and constructive 
feedback. support the members of our team whenever and however they need 
assistance. innovation. be curious, courageous, and creative. are always aware 
of the environment around us and challenge the status quo using a growth mindset. 
take risks and learn from our failures. are proactive in our thoughts and nimble with 
our actions. adapt, are solutions based, think outside the box and use critical thinking. 
challenge prevailing assumptions when identifying new ways to enhance and improve. 
passion. fuels our why, drives our what. are proud of who we are and who we 
represent. care about a successful outcome and positive experience for all. identify 
and surround ourselves with individuals that show genuine drive and enthusiasm. 
inspire others through relentless optimism, leadership, role modeling, and our thirst 
for excellence. celebrate and share our successes, accomplishments and hard work.

values 
b e h a v i o u r s&



integrity
do the right thing

 for the right reasons.
are honest, transparent, authentic, humble, and respectful.

do what we said we were going to do by when we said we 
would do it.

operate within our values and question actions that are not 
aligned.

gather facts and seek understanding when dealing with 
adversity.

are accountable for our decisions.

seek what is best for Hockey Alberta, rather then what is 
best for yourself or your group.

we:



com
m

unity
are open-minded and attentive 
to the changing environment 
and needs of Albertans. 

create a sense of belonging 
and value. 

build a safe, inclusive and 
diverse environment that
provides opportunities for all. 

seek feedback about 
experiences so that we can 
improve.

make a 
difference for 
all Albertans.

we:



collaboration
work together,

win together

encourage the sharing of different 
perspectives.

embrace shared leadership at all levels 
of the organization. 

ask questions and listen to the answers. 

build upon existing, and acquire new, 
strategic relationships and partnerships.
 
seek and provide honest, timely and 
constructive feedback. 

support the members of our team - 
whenever and however they need 
assistance. 

we:



are always aware of the environment around us and 
challenge the status quo using a growth mindset.

take risks and learn from our failures.

are proactive in our thoughts and nimble with our actions.

adapt, are solutions based, think outside the box and use 
critical thinking.

challenge prevailing assumptions when identifying new 
ways to enhance and improve.

be 
curious,
courageous,
creative

innovation
we:



fuels our why,
drives our what.

are proud of who we are and who we represent.

care about a successful outcome and positive 
experience for all.

identify and surround ourselves with individuals 
that show genuine drive and enthusiasm.

inspire others through relentless optimism, 
leadership, role modeling, and our thirst, for 
excellence.

celebrate and share our successes, 
accomplishments, and hard work.

passion
we:
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